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For decades, the spacefaring species of
Known Space have battled over the largest
artifact--and grandest prize--in the galaxy:
the
all-but-limitless
resources
and
technology of the Ringworld. But without
warning the Ringworld has vanished,
leaving behind three rival war fleets.
Something must justify the blood and
treasure that have been spent. If the fallen
civilization of the Ringworld can no longer
be despoiled of its secrets, the Puppeteers
will be forced to surrender theirs. Everyone
knows that the Puppeteers are cowards. But
the crises converging upon the trillion
Puppeteers of the Fleet of Worlds go far
beyond even the onrushing armadas:
Adventurer Louis Wu and the exiled
Puppeteer known only as Hindmost,
marooned together for more than a decade,
escaped from the Ringworld before it
disappeared. And throughout those years,
as he studied Ringworld technology,
Hindmost has plotted to reclaim his power
Oltro, the Gwoth ensemble mind--and the
Fleet of Worlds unsuspected puppet master
for a century--is deviously brilliant. And,
increasingly unbalanced Proteus, the
artificial
intelligence
on
which--in
desperation--the Puppeteers rely to manage
their defenses, is outgrowing its
programming.
And
the
supposed
constraints on its initiative
Sigmund
Ausfaller, paranoid and disgraced hero of
the lost human colony of New Terra,
knows that something threatens his adopted
home world. And that it must be stopped
Achilles, the megalomaniac Puppeteer,
twice
banished--and
twice
rehabilitated--sees the Fleet of Worlds
existential crisis as a new opportunity to
reclaim supreme power. Whatever the risks
One way or another, the fabled race of
Puppeteers may have come to the end of
their days in Fate of Worlds, the final
installment to Larry Niven and Edward M.
Lerners Fleet of Worlds series.
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Ok, I just finished FATE OF WORLDS: RETURN FROM THE RINGWORLD, the 2012 Edward Lerner/Larry Niven
book. Some spoilers, so, avert 09 10 12 Larry Niven and Edward M. Lerner Fate of Worlds Gorge Fate of
Worlds (Return from the Ringworld) (Known Space): Larry Ambiguous Ending: Fate of Worlds says right on the
cover that it is The explosive finale to the Ringworld and the Fleet of Worlds series. A lot is tied up at the end Fleet of
Worlds series by Larry Niven - Goodreads Scientists dont know how much flooding Antarctic melting will cause
but it may wipe out cities. Fate of Worlds (Ringworld): : Larry Niven The Ringworld series (19702012), by science
fiction author Larry Niven, is a part of his Known Fate of Worlds is also a sequel to the four books of the Fleet of
Worlds series, set in the same Known Space universe and all written by Niven Fate of Worlds: Return From the
Ringworld TOR BOOKS BY LARRY NIVEN AND EDWARD M. LERNER Fleet of Worlds Juggler of Worlds
Destroyer of Worlds Betrayer of Worlds Fate of Worlds TOR The SF Site: An Interview with Edward M. Lerner
Fate of Worlds (Return from the Ringworld) (Known Space) [Larry Niven, Edward M. Lerner] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. Fate of SF and Nonsense: There is no fate (of worlds) but what we make The Puppeteers had to
make some drastic alterations to their home system, during their history Fate of Worlds: Return From the Ringworld
- These Tatooine worlds, as theyre called, might be the ultimate survivors, as their 2 stars begin aging in ways that are
sometimes threatening or Fate of Worlds: Return from the Ringworld (Ringworld, #5) by Larry This novel ties
together both the Fleet of Worlds and Ringworld novels to a stunning conclusion. Fleet of Worlds Larry Niven Wiki
Fandom powered by Wikia Editorial Reviews. From Booklist. As an agent for the Amalgamated Regional Militia,
Simon For too long, the Puppeteers have controlled the fate of worlds. Ringworld post-FATE OF WORLDS - Google
Groups Fleet of Worlds is a science fiction novel by American writers Larry Niven and Edward M. Lerner Jump up ^
Niven, Larry Lerner, Edward (2012), Fate of Worlds: Return from the Ringworld, New York: Tor Books, ISBN
0-7653-3100-4 Jump Fate of Worlds Coastlines Rests on Melting Antarctic Ice Climate In Fate of Worlds, we find
on that Baedeker was Nessus partner. However, that doesnt fit with the timeline provided in Fate of Worlds or facts
Sector 13: The Fate of Worlds - YouTube But the crises converging upon the trillion Puppeteers of the Fleet of
Worlds go far beyond even the onrushing armadas: Adventurer Louis Wu : Conrads Fate: The Worlds of
Chrestomanci (Audible In August of 2012 came Niven and Lerners capstone to both the Ringworld and Fleet series,
Fate of Worlds, which closes out both series in a single triumphant Fate of Worlds: Return from the Ringworld Larry Niven, Edward M - 2 min - Uploaded by LifeInSector13Sector 13 has been Greenlit on Steam!
http:///sharedfiles/ filedetails/?id Known Space (Literature) - TV Tropes Larry Niven is the author of Ringworld, the
co-author of The Mote in Gods Eye and Lucifers Hammer, the editor of the Man-Kzin War series, Fate of Worlds
Audiobook (Fleet of Worlds, Juggler of Worlds, Destroyer of Worlds, Betrayer of Fate of worlds ( the 5th worlds
book) is not worth the bother as it was Ringworld Timeline Discrepancy [Fate of Worlds Spoilers] SFF The next
addition to the increasingly abstract and abstruse prequel to the Ringworld saga (Betrayer of Worlds, 2010, etc.). :
Juggler of Worlds: 200 Years Before the Discovery of Buy Fate of Worlds (Ringworld) by Larry Niven (ISBN:
9780765366498) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. larry niven - Recommended order
of Ringworld novels - Science The following is a spoiler rich review of both the Ringworld saga and the Fleet of
Worlds books. I am an unabashed fan of Larry Nivens Review -- Fate of Worlds by Larry Niven and Edward M.
Lerner Fate of Worlds has 1325 ratings and 83 reviews. Michael said: Through my reading of this I achieved apotheosis
and was able to bid farewell to a cast of Fate Worlds - Populous Wiki This is a sub-series of Larry Nivens Known
Space universe and eventually merges with the Ringworld series. Fate of Worlds is the fifth and final bo Fate of
Worlds: Return from the Ringworld - Google Books Result Written by Larry Niven, Edward M. Lerner, narrated by
Tom Weiner. Listen to this Audiobook FREE with 30 day Trial! Fleet of Worlds - Wikipedia Please focus on Fate
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Worlds needs expanding! You can find more information on the discussion of this article. Use the Help page when
Ringworld series - Wikipedia Play Fate of Worlds Audiobook in just minutes using our FREE mobile apps, or
download and listen directly on your computer or laptop. FATE OF WORLDS by Larry Niven , Edward M. Lerner
Kirkus The Fate Worlds line provides compact, rich, affordable, gorgeous settings with a ready-to-go adventure for
GMs in a pinch. Buy one this afternoon, be ready to Fate of Worlds - Wikipedia Fate of Worlds (2012) is a science
fiction novel by American writers Larry Niven and Edward M. Lerner. It is the fifth and final book in the Fleet of
Worlds series, Fate Worlds - Evil Hat Productions : Conrads Fate: The Worlds of Chrestomanci (Audible Audio
Edition): Gerard Doyle, Diana Wynne Jones, Recorded Books: Books.
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